To Caesars of Opportunity		  2’40
mbira, voice & bells recorded at 7am 15.6.99 in the woods live & direct to DAT.
Composed 7am 7.7.97 after Yoga, Finsbury Park; more verses added 1pm 10.7.97 paddling in the sea with mbira near Southend.

Craig’s Dance With The Equestrians	  4’16
antiquitar, voice & bells	recorded afternoon 1.8.98 (Solid Base)
mbira,       voice & bells	added 17:30 23.8.98 after a hard day’s work
small djembe drum	added 11:30 29.8.98 after practice in woods
seeds & voice			“
bansri flute (North Indian bamboo flute)		“
Inspired by a dream about a tribe of horseriders 6.8.97. North Indian bamboo flute tune found walking northwards along Terling Hall Road amid similar fields in Terling, Essex 15:00 2.4.98. Words written later. Final touches on 29.8.98 with elevated spirits from a good warm-up in my shrine in the woods. Liese, Tessa, Fabrizia & ‘Chele in the house. Much love and respect.

GammaLatinDub (or ‘The Age of Beef Fat Minors’) 	(for Ana & Henry)	  4’33
birds, Biba the dog, bells, claves, shakers recorded 14.3.98  in the garden.
tubanos	added   5.6.98 in the loft
2 harmoniums & cowbell		“
small djembe & gong		“
Composed 1am 14.5.96, inspired by South Bank Gamelan players (hence the scale), Roberto Pla’s Latin Jazz Ensemble, Frank Wilson’s book “Food Fit For Humans”.

Emanations	  3’33
tubano drums	recorded 21:00 31.8.98	Physical perfection
harmonium & voice (twice)	added at 19:00 21.10.98
mbira          & voice	added at 18:15 7.2.99
energised solo voice	added at 18:30 7.2.99
mbira       solo	added at 11:00 28.2.99
(mended) chromatic flute	added at 20:00 28.5.99 (after 8 months of practise!)
	overdubs  20:00 12.6.99
Composed on the evening of 2.9.96 walking home with mbira & bells from Flawforth Cemetery, Nottingham. Harmonium chords and tubano groove composed 30.8.98, and flute theme composed 19:50 22.9.98. Words written from 1996 to 1998, inspired by Doris Lessing’s books CANOPUS IN ARGOS: ARCHIVES.

Loft Music I (Crackpot Mix)		  3’46
(for Tessa & Fabrizia and all the other Goddesses of Michael’s Folly)
earth	flowerpot  all recorded evening 12.3.98
metal	bowl gong	
fire	wood stove
air	harmonium   (with pedal crash as string snapped, but kept on
water	bathtub bass               pedalling with only one foot!)
Idea conceived on the night of 22.2.98 on finishing my Sonata for flute & piano. Composed 23-24.2.98, only to discover elemental coincidences later.

Sanctuary (for Liese)  &  Lore		  4’36  &  3’50
hi tubano		improvised April 1998
harmonium		improvised later 1998
flowerpot		improvised later 1998
bansri flute		improvised 29.8.98

Threekind		  1’03
mbira, bells & voice	recorded afternoon 30.8.98
mbira, bells & voice (twice)	added 11:00 21.4.99
flute	added 11:30 21.4.99
Lyrics composed 23:58 24.11.98, hearing Mahavishnu Orchestra’s “Meditation”. Tune found wandering under the M1 near Watford in cavernous reverberant tunnel. Overdubs recorded after second day back on The Programme (Lentil Power!)

Forces (to the RAF)	15’43	good 	evil	armies	make	do!
			unseen	occult	influences	persuade
harmonium		improvised Autumn 1998
bells & cowbells		recorded 22.10.98 in gales & rain
shakers & flowerpots		“
antiquitar (19th Century guitar)	added 23:00 25.11.98
(broken) chromatic flute	added 22:22 27.11.98 + 19:00 19.2.99
bowed Tibetan singing bowls at end	added 16:00 12.5.99
incoming aircraft at start	added 18:15 15.6.99
Percussion composed 5.10.98 following earlier harmonium improvisation.
Guitar and flute composed later, with much practice.


